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Why now for
US High Yield
Bonds?
Strategy update
The volatility of recent months pushed credit spreads well wide of historic norms, peaking around mid-March at levels last
seen during the 2008/ 2009 Credit Crisis. In the face of this market turmoil, the broad US high yield market has returned -9.8%
for the year-to-date (as at April 30), while AXA IM's US Core High Yield strategy has held up relatively well, capturing only around
66% of the market loss (net of fees)1. We believe the strategy remains well-positioned to weather future volatility and there
remain plenty of reasons for optimism.

Reasons for optimism

1
Security selection
pays off

2

Security selection has been key in this volatile environment. Within credit markets, the energy
sector – especially oil - has been one of the worst hit sectors due to coronavirus-related demand
destruction coupled with a supply glut. Our strategy’s underweight to energy broadly (focusing
instead on the less commodity-price-dependent pipeline sector) has provided good protection from
the downside.
Our strategy has a long term track record of avoid defaults and has only had 5 defaults, in
comparison to over 600 defaults in the ICE BoA US High Yield index since the inception of the
strategy.2

Avoiding
defaults

3
A well-resourced
trading team

(1)
(2)

During periods of volatility, trades often take longer to execute than under normal conditions.
Our dedicated US High Yield trading is larger than most in the industry and provide us with the
resources to obtain the best pricing.

Source: AXA IM, Bloomberg as of 30-April-2020. Please note that the performance data is not intended to represent actual past or simulated past
performance of AXA IM’s US Core High Yield strategy. The data is based on a representative account that follows AXA IM’s US Core High Yield strategy
(AXA WF US High Yield fund, I USD, net of fees). Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.
Sources: AXA Investment Managers. ICE BofA ML US High Yield index is shown for illustrative purposes only. J.P. Morgan Default Monitor as of May 1,
2020. Data is from composite strategy inception date of September 30, 2001 through April 30, 2020.
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The average yield -to-worst in the portfolio is 8% and the average spread 750 bps3, offering a more
attractive entry point into US high yield than we’ve seen in years.

Attractive
valuations

5
Lower-volatility
substitute for
equities

6
Higher upside
capture rate

7
Shape of
the market

8

We have long been of the view that high yield can be used as a substitute for equities, particularly
in the late stage of a cycle. We are witnessing that in today’s market, where the drawdown in high
yield during March was much lower than in equities. High yield outperformed equities in the
recovery phase post-2008 and we expect it could do so again this time. This is because high yield
does not need earnings growth and multiple expansion to perform, it simply needs a stable
economic environment.
Having protected from much of the downside during the peak of volatility in March, we are now
focused on capturing as much of the upside as possible on the way back up. The long-term
historical upside market capture of the strategy has been 84% while the downside market capture
ratio has been only 69%.3 This low participation in down-markets and attractive up-market capture
provides a favourable comparison versus the broad US high yield market.
One factor that particularly bolsters our current confidence on the outlook for US high yield is the
shape of the maturity profile of the market. Unlike the credit crisis of 2008/09, the wall of
maturities no longer exists. This means high yield companies should not have significant refinancing
needs during this difficult liquidity window.

After reaching a historical high of almost 3.5% in late 2018, as of the end of April these hedging
costs are near 70 bp4, a low not seen since 2015. This change, along with the significantly higher
yields should help generate significant interest to return to high yield

USD/EUR currency
hedging costs continue
to fall

(3)

Source: AXA IM, FactSet, as of April 30, 2020, since the strategy’s inception on 30 September 2001. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
results. 4These include 3 month FX forwards, annualized.
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This promotional communication does not constitute on the part of AXA Investment Managers a solicitation or investment, legal or tax advice. This material does not contain sufficient
information to support an investment decision.
Due to its simplification, this document is partial and opinions, estimates and forecasts herein are subjective and subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee forecasts
made will come to pass. Data, figures, declarations, analysis, predictions and other information in this document is provided based on our state of knowledge at the time of creation
of this document. Whilst every care is taken, no representation or warranty (including liability towards third parties), express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, reliability or
completeness of the information contained herein. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the recipient. Before making an investment, investors should
read the relevant Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document / scheme documents, which provide full product details including investment charges and risks. The
information contained herein is not a substitute for those documents or for professional external advice.
The products or strategies discussed in this document may not be registered nor available in your jurisdiction. Please check the countries of registration with the asset manager, or on
the web site https://www.axa-im.com/en/registration-map, where a fund registration map is available. In particular units of the funds may not be offered, sold or delivered to U.S.
Persons within the meaning of Regulation S of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933. The tax treatment relating to the holding, acquisition or disposal of shares or units in the fund depends
on each investor’s tax status or treatment and may be subject to change. Any potential investor is strongly encouraged to seek advice from its own tax advisors.
AXA WF US High Yield is a sub-fund of AXA World Funds. AXA WORLD FUNDS ‘s registered office is 49, avenue J.F Kennedy L-1885 Luxembourg. The Company is registered under the
number B. 63.116 at the “Registre de Commerce et des Sociétés” The Company is a Luxembourg SICAV UCITS IV approved by the CSSF and managed by AXA Funds Management, a
société anonyme organized under the laws of Luxembourg with the Luxembourg Register Number B 32 223RC, and whose registered office is located at 49, Avenue J.F. Kennedy L1885 Luxembourg.
Past performance is not a guide to current or future performance, and any performance or return data displayed does not take into account commissions and costs incurred when
issuing or redeeming units. References to league tables and awards are not an indicator of future performance or places in league tables or awards and should not be construed as an
endorsement of any AXA IM company or their products or services. Please refer to the websites of the sponsors/issuers for information regarding the criteria on which the
awards/ratings are based. The value of investments, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Exchange-rate
fluctuations may also affect the value of their investment. Due to this and the initial charge that is usually made, an investment is not usually suitable as a short term holding.
Representative Accounts have been selected based on objective, non-performance based criteria, including, but not limited to the size and the overall duration of the management of
the account, the type of investment strategies and the asset selection procedures in place. Therefore, the results portrayed relate only to such accounts and are not indicative of the
future performance of such accounts or other accounts, products and/or services described herein. In addition, these results may be similar to the applicable GIPS composite results,
but they are not identical and are not being presented as such. Account performance will vary based upon the inception date of the account, restrictions on the account, along with
other factors, and may not equal the performance of the representative accounts presented herein. The performance results for representative accounts are gross of all fees and do
reflect the reinvestment of dividends or other earnings.
Issued in the UK by AXA Investment Managers UK Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK. Registered in England and Wales No:
01431068. Registered Office: 7 Newgate Street, London EC1A 7NX. In other jurisdictions, issued by AXA IM SA’s affiliates in those countries.
Additional country specific disclosures:
In Hong Kong, this document is issued by AXA Investment Managers Asia Limited (SFC License No. AAP809), which is authorized and regulated by Securities and Futures Commission.
This document is to be used only by persons defined as “professional investor” under Part 1 of Schedule 1 to the Securities and Futures Ordinance (SFO) and other regulations, rules,
guidelines or circulars which reference “professional investor” as defined under Part 1 of Schedule 1 to the SFO. This document must not be relied upon by retail investors. Circulation
must be restricted accordingly.
In Singapore, this document is issued by AXA Investment Managers Asia (Singapore) Ltd. (Registration No. 199001714W) and is intended for the use of Institutional Investors only as
defined in Section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289) and must not be relied upon by retail investors. Circulation must be restricted accordingly
In Taiwan, this document is issued by AXA Investment Managers Asia Limited (SFC License No. AAP809), which is authorized and regulated by Securities and Futures Commission. This
document and the information contained herein are intended for the use of professional or institutional investors and should not be relied upon by retail investors. They have been
prepared and issued for private informational and educational purposes only at the sole request of the specified recipients, and not intended for general circulation. They are strictly
confidential, and must not be reproduced, circulated, distributed, redistributed or otherwise used, in whole or in part, in any way without the prior written consent of AXA IM Asia.
They are not intended for distribution to any persons or in any jurisdictions for which it is prohibited.
If any fund is highlighted in this communication (the “Fund”), its offering document or prospectus contains important information on selling restrictions and risk factors, you should
read them carefully before entering into any transaction. It is your responsibility to be aware of and to observe all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. AXA IM
Asia does not intend to offer any Fund in any country where such offering is prohibited.
The offer, distribution, sale or re-sale of fund units/shares in Taiwan requires approval from and/or registration with Taiwanese regulatory authorities. To the extent that any
units/shares of the Funds are not so licensed or registered, such units/shares are made available in Taiwan on a private placement basis only to banks, bills houses, trust enterprises,
financial holding companies and other qualified entities or institutions (collectively, “Qualified Institutions”) and other entities and individuals meeting specific criteria (“Other Qualified
Investors”) pursuant to the private placement provisions of the Rules Governing Offshore Funds. No other offer or sale of such units/shares in Taiwan is permitted. Taiwanese
purchasers of such units/shares may not sell or otherwise dispose of their holdings except by redemption, transfer to a Qualified Institution or Other Qualified Investor, transfer by
operation of law or other means approved by the Taiwan Financial Supervisory Commission.
Austria: The current prospectus of the fund AXA WF US High Yield as well as the Key Investor Information Documents were published in electronic form on www.axa-im.at on and by
deposition at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH, Thurn-und-Taxis-Platz 6, 60313 Frankfurt am Main, as well as at the information centre and paying agent UniCredit Bank
Austria, Schottengasse 6-8, 1010 Wien, Austria. Investors and interested persons in Austria receive the prospectus in German language, the Key Investor Information Documents in
German, the fund rules (Fondsbestimmungen) and the annual and semi-annual report of the AXA WF US High Yield free of charge at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH,
at the information centre and paying agent mentioned above and on www.axa-im.at. With this information and paying agent, further information and documents regarding the product
may be examined as well as redemption requests may be filed. The issue prices and redemption prices are also available at this information centre and paying agent and on www.axaim.at.
Belgium: In Belgium, this document is intended for Professional Clients only, as defined by local laws and the MIFID directive, and is distributed by AXA IM Benelux SA/NV, 1 Place du
Trône – 1000 Brussels Belgium. Germany: For professional clients only. Not for retail investors. This is promotional material, not a regular mandatory document and is not suitable for
any kind of sales services, consulting or financial services vis-à-vis retail clients. The information in this document is exclusively addressed to professional clients who receive this
document directly from AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH / its affiliated companies. It is to be treated strictly confidential. The recipients are not allowed to pass this
document and the information contained herein on to a third party, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH / its
affiliated companies. You will receive the latest prospectus in German, Key Investor Information Document (“KIID”) in your national language and the most recent annual and semiannual report upon request free of charge and in paper form at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH, Thurn-und-Taxis-Platz 6, 60313 Frankfurt am Main or from our
distribution partners or under www.axa-im.de.
Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden: The current prospectus of the fund AXA WF US High Yield as well as the Key Investor Information Documents (KIID) are published in electronic
form online and by deposition at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH, Thurn-und-Taxis-Platz 6, 60313 Frankfurt am Main, as well as at the information centre and paying
agent. Investors and interested persons receive the prospectus in your national language or English, the KIID in national language or English, the fund rules and the annual and semiannual report of the AXA WF US High Yield free of charge at AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH, at the information centre and paying agent mentioned above and online.
With this information centre and paying agent, further information and documents regarding the product may be examined as well as redemption requests may be filed. The issue
prices and redemption prices are publicly available every trading day and are also available at the information centre, paying agent and online.
Switzerland: This document is intended exclusively for Qualified Investors according to Swiss law. Circulation must be restricted accordingly. Any reproduction of this information, in
whole or in part, is prohibited. The Swiss representative for the Luxembourg-domiciled SICAV (société d’investissement à capital variable) AXA World Funds is First Independent Fund
Services Ltd, Klausstrasse 33, CH-8008 Zurich. The Swiss paying agent is Credit Suisse Ltd, Paradeplatz 8, CH-8001 Zurich. The current prospectus, the Key Investor Information
Document (the ”KIID”) as well as the annual and semi-annual reports can be obtained free of charge from the Swiss representative. In respect of the units distributed in Switzerland,
the place of performance and jurisdiction is Zurich, Switzerland
Liechtenstein: distributed by AXA Investment Managers Deutschland GmbH, Thurn-und-Taxis-Platz 6, 60313 Frankfurt am Main.
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